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A Novel Clustering Algorithm Introducing New
Denoising Technique
Hanan A. Hosni Mahmoud
Abstract: Breast cancer is one of common cancers in the
developing countries. Detection at an early stage is very crucial
for better chance of treatment. The techniques used to detect
breast cancer are complex and time consuming. Computerized
extraction of tumor areas from mammogram images is
challenging due to shape and density of breast tumors which can
sometimes surrounded by mucous (mucin). One of the challenges
is to detect boundaries which can be blurred under noise factor.
In this paper, we are introducing a clustering technique
combined with specific structural features operations. A new
noise elimination algorithm eases the noise problem and enhance
the segmentation process using discrete cosine transform.
Followed is the segmentation phase where classifying breast
tumor from normal tumor are performed using a combined DCT
and fuzzy c means algorithm. The contributions of the research
are utilizing new filtering technique for noise removal. We also
use Fuzzy C mean clustering algorithm using DCT information
to determine the initial number of clusters. The tumor extracted
segments are then transferred to the frequency domain using
DCT and is used to for classifications. A test algorithm is
implemented to classify new mammograms. Experimental results
for all the proposed algorithms are extensively performed. The
noise removal algorithm are proven robust. The experimental
results of the search algorithm depicted different match and
mismatch cases. 93% of the cases were a match case and
predicted correctly. 5% were light cases and could not be detected
from the images.
Keywords—Breast cancer; DCT; Data mining; ID3; Image
processing; Classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is well known to be the most widespread
type of cancer in the female population [1]. Cancer cells are
usually induced from normal cells due to mutation of DNA
or RNA [2]. Breast cancers usually starts in the duct cells.
Others begin in the lobules cells (lobular cancers [3]. X-ray
mammography of the patient’s breast region is a valuable
tool for early detection. In this paper we are proposing a
novel feature extraction technique to extract features blindly
from mammograms that can differentiate between normal
cells and cancerous cells in the breast. Classification will be
done using data classification technique.
Since most of the tested cases which are diagnosed with
breast cancer come from poor neighborhoods, a cheap
solution that can be handled by non-trained personnel is
required. Therefore, mass mammogram screening could take
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place in nurse centers and handled by our proposed system.
The field of study in our research is clustering, feature
Extraction and classification. We are presenting a novel
method for detecting breast cancer tumors based on
extracting features using discrete cosine transform (DCT).
The proposed method uses the DCT coefficients as the
features to distinguish between Normal and Cancer tissues.
The DCT coefficients were proved to be very efficient in
classification. Cancer features from the mammography
images. The system is trained to deduce classification rules
based on the extracted features of labeled images to build a
classifier system. Then, these rules will be tested by
classifying new unlabeled examples. In our experiments, we
will use the digitized mammograms from the DDSM:
Digital Database for Screening Mammography [4]. For each
image, we will compute statistical features including
histograms and DCT for segmented parts of the breast.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 depicts the background and the related work.
Section 3 describes the methodology used and details the
proposed algorithms. Section 4 presents the experimental
results. Finally, the article is concluded in Section 5.
II. BACKGROUND
Breast cancer is a form of cell mutation in which one or
both breasts show tumors. Detection of breast cancer if done
at early stages, its therapy can become treatable. On the
other hand, late detection would complicate the therapy
process. Moreover, the task for detecting breast cancer as a
mass screening is a more complicated task due to the fact
that it is costly, time consuming, and might be impossible, if
done by medical professionals. Thus, researchers from
around the world worked on developing different
applications for easing the process for detecting breast
cancer and measuring cancer’s growth. In [5], the results of
their work is integrated to a computer-aided detection
mechanism to aid the radiologist to detect the breast cancer
in early stages. The study in [6] study classifies the regions
of interest as either benign or malignant. In [7], they used
edge detection process. Before we apply edge detection
algorithm, to locate the background, breast and cancer areas.
The authors in [8], based their cancer tumor classifications
on geometric algebra and differential evolution. In [8],
feature extraction was performed by extracting first order
statistical and textural features extraction methods. In [10]
tumor segments were classified using SVM and Bayesian
from thermogram images. In [11], texture features are
imported from Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix of
different segments of a mammogram. In [12], GSP
techniques such as Discrete Fourier Transform, obtained by
Welch's averaged period
gram method are utilized.
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The proposed method has given satisfied results for
differentiation between normal and cancerous cells.
Mammogram digital images usually have low pixel
contrast, and sometimes it is hard to diagnose tumor areas
due to noise. Therefore, we propose using of segmentation
to lesson this problem. Medical image segmentation
techniques are recorded in the literature [13]. In [14] the
authors utilizes Deep Learning in health informatics.
Anatomy-specific classification of medical images using
deep convolutional nets was displayed in [15]. The
Classification of ECG utilizing 1-D Convolutional Neural
Networks was depicted in [16]. Morphological segmentation
algorithms of medical images were presented in [17]. In
[18], the authors introduced Deep Learning computerized
medical aid for Non-Medical personal. Convolutional
networks were used extensively in image segmentation, the
authors in [19]-[22] utilized neural Convolutional networks.
For breast cancer specific research, in [23] the authors
presented a survey of classification methods for
mammograms. In [24], they performed preprocessing of
mammograms by proposing an adaptive median filter
technique. Segmentation of thremogram images of Breast
tumor are done using SVM and Bayesian classifiers [25].
Clustering algorithms such as K-means and Fuzzy C
mean are very helpful in the segmentation process of
mammogram images. [26]. K-means algorithm computes
the means of clusters, computes and calculate the distances
between pixels and the clusters centroids, and decide which
cluster should contain this pixel. Fuzzy C-means clustering
utilizes the fuzzy set theory [26]. It was used extensively in
medical images clustering. Fuzzy C-means iteratively
estimates the mean, and other statistical coefficients using
the maximal likelihood and clustering measures [25]. The
problematic matter with the Fuzzy C-means is its sensitivity
to noise. In [26], the authors proposed A noise insensitive
fuzzy c-means technique for image segmentation and
classification are proposed in [25]. Robust fuzzy c-means
algorithm in wavelet transform domain is proposed in [24].
Noise-robust
techniques
for
image
segmentation
Performance of fuzzy C-means were depicted in [25].
Several medical image segmentation techniques decrease
the sensitivity of noise to some extent, the stability of
segmentation is still a huge challenge. The stability of a
clustering against noise is an important criteria to choose the
parameters of any clustering model. Reliable clustering
technique should be robust against noises. For this purpose
we are proposing a new algorithm aiming at improving the
stability of the clustering. We propose the DFC which is
DCT-based fuzzy C-means algorithm. DFC has two phases,
the first phase is an intelligent Denoising: DCT-IDCT
algorithm which is using iterative DCT-IDCT technique to
remove noise according to the skewness measure. The
second phase is a novel DCT-based fuzzy C-means
technique is used for segmentation. Finally classification
algorithm in the DCT domain is presented.

of a normal breast and cancerous breast are shown in fig. 1
and fig. 2 respectively .The methodology will be collecting
images of the patients’ breasts along with their classes
attached to them. The attached classes can be cancerous case
or normal case. Clustering algorithm will be applied to
mammograms of cancerous case to locate the tumor in the
mammogram. Feature extraction of normal and cancerous
cases will be done blindly. Association rules will be
established. Then the collection of images will be divided
into two corpus, the training corpus and testing corpus. The
schematic diagram of the proposed segmentation system is
depicted in Fig. 3.
The implementation of the overall system consists of
three steps as follows:
1. Preprocessing step: Denoising of mammograms images
are performed.
2. Training step: The features of each image in the training
corpus are extracted and saved in the database along
with their diagnostic label. Then generating rules from
the extracted features are established.
3. Testing step: where new and unlabeled images from the
testing corpus are fed into the system to be classified.

Fig. 1. Mammogram of a normal breast.

Fig. 2. Mammogram of a cancerous breast
(Cancerous tumors appear brighter because they are
denser)

III. METHODOLOGY
In our study, we aim to complete a data classification
system in which it classifies any given image of the breast
region to its corresponding cancer detection. Mammogram
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Algorithm 1: ISA (input: MAM- image, Output: X,Y)
Description: Image Segmentation Algorithm will take
Mammogram image (MAM- image) as an input, and forms
a segmented tumor image(SEG-Image) and output X, Y
which are the upper left point of the square (Sq) enclosing
the tumor.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the segmentation
technique
The proposed segmentation technique is divided into
three phases.
1. Preprocessing
 Extracting breast surface.
 Denoising the breast mammogram image using the
proposed DCT-IDCT technique
2. Clustering: DCT-based fuzzy C-means technique is used
for segmentation (DFC).
3. Location of the tumor area.
Noise in mammogram images affects the identifications
of tumor area and may not properly provide true diagnosis.
Skewness is taken as a metric to measure noise in images
using the histogram of the image. Definition of skewness of
a random variable X is given in equation 1.
(1)
Where, µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of X.
X for an image represent a pixel value. Skewness value is
ranged approximately between 3 down and 3 up. Skewness
at or around zero indicate the absence of noise in the image
[26]. In the proposed algorithm we will choose a threshold ɛ
that defines no noise if skew is less than it. ɛ Is a very small
number near zero.
In this paper, a proposed DCT-IDCT technique is used for
removing and minimizing the effect of noise on
mammogram breast images without affecting the texture.
The proposed DCT-based fuzzy C-means technique uses
Fuzzy-C means for locating cluster centroids and then uses
the DCT algorithm to perform clustering. The detailed
image segmentation algorithm (ISA) takes a mammogram
image as an input and outputs a segmented image which
separates the tumor segment. Fig. 4 shows a mammogram
of breast with tumor before Denoising and the output image
after Denoising. The clustering algorithm will segment three
different regions the gray region, the white region, and
tumor region. The detailed algorithms are presented in the
following subsections.
A. Cluster Segmentation
In this subsection we are presenting the algorithm ISA
which is an Image Segmentation Algorithm that segments
Mammogram image into regions of interest. Denoising of
images takes place by implementing the DCT-IDCT
Denoising algorithm. Clustering is done through the DFC
algorithm. A mammogram image from the DDSM database
is shown in fig. 4, fig. 5 shows the mammogram after
Denoising, and fig. 6 shows the clustering of the image.
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Phase 1: Removing Noise
Description: Removing and minimizing the effect of noise
on mammogram breast images without affecting the texture
Algorithm 1.1. DCT-IDCT (input: MAM -Image,
output: Image1)
Start
step = 1
Image1 = MAM -Image
Do {
a. Obtain the histogram H1 of image1
b. Compute the degree of skewness (Skew1) of the
histogram H1
c. Compute the Discrete cosine transform of image1
d. Set the lower triangular block of (width = step and
height =step) of coefficients to zero
e. Compute the Inverse Discrete cosine transform to
get Image2
f. Compute the histogram H2 of image2
g. Compute the degree of skewness (Skew2) of the
histogram H2
h. Image1 = image2
i. step = step +1}
While (skew2 > ɛ )
End
A. Clustering
Phase 2: Clustering
Description: it has imag1 from phase 1 as an input and
output X, Y which are the upper left point of the square (Sq)
enclosing the tumor
Algorithm 1.2 DFC (input: image1, output: X, Y)
Start
a. Divide image1 into 8x8 blocks of pixels
b. Compute the Discrete cosine transform of each
block. Dividing image into blocks is characterized
by extracting frequency spectrum and time-space
localization.
c. Form SEG-Image from the DCT blocks formed
from step 2
d. Use the Ac component and the first 5 DC
components of each DCT block in a zig zag manner
to determine the number of clusters.
e. Segment SEG-Image utilizing the FCM algorithm.
f. Determine the segment with tumor
g. Define an NxN square (Sq) of the tumor
h. Get the coordinate X,Y of the upper left point of Sq
End
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2.

3.

Fig. 4. A mammogram image from the DDSM database.

For this block
a. Calculate the histogram HT of the block BT.
b. Calculate the DCT: DCTT of block BT .
c. Save the tuple TT
= <
HT, DCTT,
Diagnosis> in the database: DC
Repeat the following steps of each image of a
normal breast in Normal-Images.
a. Divide the breast image into NXN blocks Bi,j
b. For each block in a sliding window fashion
c. Calculate the histogram Hi,j of the block Bi,j
d. Calculate the DCT: DCTi,j of block Bi,j .
e. Calculate the average histogram HN of the all
block Bi,j
f. Calculate the average DCT: DCTN of all
block Bi,j
g. Label the image with the doctor diagnosis.
h. Save the tuple TN = <
HN, DCTN,
Diagnosis> in the database: DN
i. Build a decision tree DC from the databases
DC and DN.

End

Fig. 5. The mammogram after Denoising.

Fig. 6. The clustering of the image
B. The Training and Classification Algorithm
In this subsection, we are presenting the training and
classification algorithm. The details of the algorithms are
depicted in Fig. 7. Where, the training step aim is to
generate rules from the extracted features. The testing step is
the phase where new and unlabeled images from the testing
corpus are fed into the system to be classified. The flow
chart of the whole system is depicted in fig. 8.
Algorithm 2:
Build-Decision-Tree (input: Cancer-Images, NormalImages output : DT)
Description: it is the training phase to generate rules from
the extracted features. Features are extracted from cancerous
breast images and normal images.
Start
Repeat for each image of Cancer-Images
1. Determine a block BT of size NXN and coordinate
X, Y which includes the tumor from DFC algorithm
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Algorithm 3: TEST (Input: MAMunknown , output:
Diagnosis, Tumor)
Description: New and unlabeled image MAMunknown from
the testing corpus are fed into the system to be classified and
outputs the diagnosis: Diagnosis and a list Tumor. Tumor is
empty if breast is normal and has a number D of
coordinates X, y if breast has D tumors.
Start
1. Get the unlabeled mammogram (MAMunknown) of a
patient to be diagnosed
2. Normalize the size of the breast to a determined
area A of area nXn.
3. Denoise MAMunknown using DCT-IDCT algorithm
producing MDNunknown.
4. Divide the MDNunknown into blocks( in sliding
window fashion): BU of size NXN
5. For every block BU : U=1 to n
a. {Calculate the histogram: HU.
b. Calculate the DCTU.
c. Classify the BU and produce the diagnosis.
d. Calculate the MSE between each
component in S and Sunknown
e. Determine the nearest branches in the DT
to follow
f. Output the corresponding Diagnoses DU}
6. For every block BU : U=1 to n
{IF DU is tumor
Then
{output = tumor
Xtumor = XU
Ytumor = YU
Add (X,Y) to List-Tumor}
IF List-Tumor is empty
Then Diagnosis = "normal"
Else Diagnosis = "Tumor"}
End
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Table 1. Comparison of the proposed DCT-IDCT
versus Median, Adaptive and Average filters
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Fig. 7. Breast divided into blocks to be tested
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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A. Experimental results of DCT-IDCT Denoising
Algorithm

30

We compared the proposed DCT-IDCT Denoising
algorithm with Median, Adaptive and Average filters [27].
100 different mammograms were used for the comparison
and are extracted from the database DDSM. The comparison
calculated the average PSNR and average SSIM for the 100
mammograms. Zero mean white Gaussian noise were added
to mammograms. We used both PSNR and SSIM. PSNR
stands for peak to noise ration which is very popular in
comparing before and after images to measure the
enhancement of the image after some operations. SSIM
stands for structural similarity index and it measures loss of
correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion.
Values of SSIM is between [0,1] where, a value of zero
means no correlation between images. The Correlation is
higher as value of the metric SSIM approaches one [27].
The results of comparison are depicted in Table 1. the
results of the PSNR and SSIM are shown graphically in
Fig. s 9 and 10. Table 1. Comparison of the proposed DCTIDCT versus Median, Adaptive and Average filters
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the PSNR of DCT-IDCT versus
Median, Adaptive and Average filters
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the SSIM of DCT-IDCT
versus Median, Adaptive and Average filters
C. Experimental results of the Test Algorithm

For the training phase, the extracted features were used to
build an ID3 classifier DT using Algorithm2: BuildDecision-Tree. The DT is built using : Sinput , which is a set
of images of patients with known diagnosis from the
database DDSM [4]. : Sinput for this experiment used 164
images. Testing of a set of 100 images from DDSM (Stested),
which are chosen blindly (unknown diagnosis) are used in
the testing phase using Algorithm3: Test. Tables 2 depicts
the confusion matrices of the recognition process. The
effectiveness of a classifier is calculated using the number of
correct and incorrect classifications [12]. The results are
depicted in Table 3.
We have used several metrics as defined below.
TP (True Positive) = number of correctly predicted positive
cases.
Fig. 8. Flow chart of the whole system
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FP (False Positive) = number of incorrectly predicted
positive cases.
FN (False Negative) = number of incorrectly predicted
negative cases.
TN (True Negative) = number of correctly predicted
negative cases.
Table 2. Confusion Matrix Definition
Predicted Cases
Positive

Actual Cases

Positive
Negative

Negative

TP
FP

FN
TN

Table 3. Actual Confusion Matrix for One Run Of
The Classifier
Predicted Cases
Positive

Actual Cases

Positive
Negative

Negative

73
6

In this paper, a decision tree (ID3) were built to detect
breast cancer automatically without human intervention by
generating statistical rules. A new noise elimination
algorithm eases the noise problem and enhance the
segmentation process using discrete cosine transform was
proposed. Followed is the segmentation phase where
classifying breast tumor from normal tumor are performed
using a combined DCT and fuzzy c means algorithm. The
experimental results of the different algorithms were
depicted using different match and mismatch cases. The
Denoising algorithm outperforms several Denoising filters
in the literature. The Test algorithm simulation results show
that 95% of the cases were a match case and predicted
correctly. 5% were light cases and could not be detected
from the images.

4
17
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TP = 73
FP = 6
FN = 4
TN = 17

The evaluation of a classifier is based on its accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity according to equations 1, 2 and
3 [14].

(1)
(2)
(3)
The calculations of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity
for data in table 2, using equations 1, 2 and 3, are depicted
as follows.
Accuracy = 90 %
Sensitivity = 92.4%
Specificity = 80.95%
Fig. 11 shows the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of
five different run of the classifier, each run with a
different set of tested data Stested . Also the Fig. shows the
average accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of
50
different runs of the classifier with different set of tested
data Stested.
100
MEASURMENTS

VI. CONCLUSION

80
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Average of
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Fig. 11. Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of five
different run and the average. accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity of 50 runs
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